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photos by Doug Gimesy
words by Phoebe Paterson de Heer

Dog Detectives
ildlife photojournalist Doug Gimesy is waist-
deep in a lake, his waders slowly filling up 
with cold, murky water, expensive camera 
equipment getting splashed. There’s a dog 
on the kayak in front of him – a highly 
trained border collie named Raasay, skilled 
in detecting Spartina anglica, or common 

cordgrass. The dog can sniff out and identify this invasive weed 
even under water, and leans her furred body away from the boat, 
claws digging in, whiskers making ripples on the surface.

Conservation detection dogs, along with their human handlers, 
help carry out environmental surveys, invasive species eradication 
programs, and even wildlife rescue. Calling on dogs’ superior 
sense of smell, as well as the age-old working relationship between 
human and canine, conservation detection tasks the hounds with 
locating biological material – whether plant, animal, scat or even 
pathogen – that might not be found by humans working alone or 
with more traditional survey technology.

“They’re my teammates first and foremost,” says Tracy Lyten, 
conservation dog handler and co-director of Skylos Ecology. The 
dogs work alongside their handlers in the natural environment, 
collecting data that contributes to conservation efforts. This 
helps protect threatened species, including quolls, owls, koalas 
and frogs, while also detecting and eradicating invasive species 
such as rabbits, feral cats and weedy plants. Detection dogs are 
particularly useful for locating scat, which can then be used for 
DNA sampling. They can even differentiate between individuals 
of the same species based on smell. “They bring their own 
knowledge,” says Lyten.

Lyten and her partner Fiona Jackson live and work in Victoria 
with a team of six detection dogs: Jimmy, Oakley, Raasay, Sonny, 
Leo and Rex. Mostly young rescue animals, each with unique 
personalities and strengths in the field, the dogs can cover large 
areas quickly, handle challenging terrain, and recognise particular 
scents with 80 to 100 per cent accuracy.

Choosing the right dog for the task is about knowing their 
temperament. “Raasay is my water baby,” says Lyten. “She loves 
the kayak. If anything happens where she needs to jump out, she’s 
strong, she knows how to swim, she knows how to get back in.” 
Rex, a kelpie cross, is an easygoing and energetic dog. “He’s really 
confident jumping over logs and that sort of stuff, so we’ve got 
him on a Powerful Owl pellet,” Lyten explains. “That’s basically 
regurgitated fur and bones. It’s pretty gross but he doesn’t care.”

A typical day sees Lyten, Jackson and their dogs awake at 
4am, ready to be out at the survey site by sunrise. When the van 
door opens, they all have a big stretch, put on harnesses and GPS 
tracking devices, and set off together in search of their target.
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 TRACY LYTEN AND HER “WATER   
 BABY” RAASAY HARD AT WORK 
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Meet the highly trained conservation detection 
dogs protecting native fauna, and purging nasty 
flora, one sniff at a time.
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Today, at a wind farm in regional Victoria, 
the crew is joined by Doug Gimesy, an award-
winning photojournalist whose work is focused 
on raising awareness of conservation and animal 
welfare issues. A chance meeting with Jackson 
while photographing at the Conservation 
Ecology Centre in Cape Otway led Gimesy on a 
mission to showcase the important work done by 
conservation detection dogs. He’s up before dawn 
with the handlers to capture Rex and Jackson 
doing what they do best.

The team is big on safety, and the human 
handlers need to be aware of risks. Things like 
snakes, hot weather, and even thistles and rocks 
could hurt the dogs’ feet. Lyten and her colleagues 
always carry little dog boots in their backpacks, 
in case their pooches’ paws need protection from 
the elements.

“We’ll work throughout the day,” says Lyten. 
“We’ll rest ourselves as we get tired and stop for 
drinks and cuddles.” The dogs know they’re in a for 
a hearty meal when they get home. “And then we’ll 
all tuck in for a big, long afternoon nap.”

Training happens even on days off. There are 
two main skill sets the detector dogs need: scent 
detection and safety instruction. Each dog gets 
trained to recognise a particular scent – from fox 
dens and tiger quolls to bird carcasses and beyond 
– and then perform an obvious “alert”, like a sit or a 
drop, to draw the handlers’ attention to the target. 
The safety training, says Lyten, is just as important 
as the scent work, so the dogs learn recall, 
emergency stops and other safety instructions. 
And when they’re not working? “They’re dogs!” 
says Lyten. “They play with each other.”

The use of dogs for conservation detection 
is gaining recognition, with universities, 
governments, zoos and businesses all drawing 
upon detection teams’ skills. However, it isn’t 
a new technique. According to Aotearoa New 
Zealand’s Department of Conservation, dog-
handler teams have been successfully used in 
conservation for more than 40 years.

While increasingly finding modern applications, 
this work relies on the human-canine working 
relationship that is many thousands of years old. 
As Lyten points out, “People have been working 
with dogs since the dawn of time, so it’s not 
new. It’s the oldest interspecies relationship.” In 
Australia, First Nations people have lived alongside 
dingoes as companions, protectors and hunting 
partners for millennia, and the relationship holds 
cultural significance for many communities. 
Elsewhere in the world, archaeological evidence 
suggests the domestication of wolves began 
between 15,000 and 40,000 years ago.

To be effective at their job, dog-and-handler 
duos need strong two-way communication, 
and a personal bond grounded in mutual trust. 
One study carried out in Queensland found that 
detection dogs’ performance was greatly reduced 
when working with unfamiliar handlers. For Lyten, 
this bond is at the heart of her work. 

“They’re incredible companions and incredible 
teammates. They’re our allies in helping us protect 
the Earth,” she says.

“You might be identifying things you can’t 
even see, and then it comes to a point of absolute 
faith and pure trust in the dog and their skills. It’s 
a beautiful thing, actually: we have to trust our 
intuition.” The work puts Lyten in touch with an 
ancient set of skills. “For me, being present in the 
moment, outdoors with my dogs, is a very natural 
way of being. And that’s why I do what I do.”

Detection dogs and their handlers have been 
behind some important research and conservation 
efforts in recent years. In the aftermath of the Black 
Summer bushfires, dog teams from the University 
of the Sunshine Coast helped find injured koalas in 
need of care. Dogs have helped eradicate rats from 
tropical Lord Howe Island, as well as rabbits from 
sub-Antarctic Macquarie Island.

Lyten’s own dogs have helped map invasive 
fox populations, identify invasive alligator weed, 
and find kowari (a small carnivorous marsupial) 
in the Sturt Stony Desert. But the work that has 
brought Lyten most satisfaction and pride as 
a conservationist is her team’s contribution to 
recent research investigating bat mortality at 
wind farms.

As a renewable energy, wind power is an 
important source of electricity in the face of 
global climate change. However, wind farms 
are also associated with bat deaths, impacting 
some threatened species. By working with their 
dogs to locate bats struck by the turbines under 
different conditions, Lyten and Jackson were 
able to help ecologists show that the simple 
measure of restricting turbine operation at low 
wind speeds when bats are most active can 
significantly reduce bat fatalities, with minimal 
loss of power or revenue.

As rewarding as it can be to see these results 
from their work, Lyten and Jackson’s philosophy 
is always “dogs over data”. Gimesy recalls 
photographing Lyten and Raasay working in 
the mangroves as they were looking for invasive 
aquatic weeds. He says the handlers could tell when 
the dogs were getting tired. They decided to end the 
day’s work, rather than pushing their dogs to keep 
going. “The dogs aren’t just workers,” Gimesy says. 
“They’re colleagues and they’re family.” 

They’re incredible companions 
and incredible teammates. 
They’re our allies in helping us 
protect the Earth. 
CONSERVATION DOG HANDLER TRACY LYTEN

 REX GETS SOME TRAINING  
 IN IDENTIFYING BATS 

 WORK DONE, REX AND FIONA  
 JACKSON HEAD HOME 

 OAKLEY TRIES OUT HIS PAW BOOT 

 TRACY LYTEN AND RAASAY  
 SEARCH THE WATER 

 FIONA TAKES REX THROUGH HIS  
 PACES ON AN OBSTACLE COURSE 


